Security Doors
Mantrap doors can prevent any attempt
to gain unauthorized access to the
inside and inclusion of a biometric
access control system can confirm the
identity of the user entering.

SECURITY SYSTEMS

Turnstiles
Tripods
The products ensure high level security
allowing fully automatic and unmanned
people identification both inside and
outside. Various design solutions
provide user’s comfort and demands on
minimum space.
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Speed Gates
Wing Gates
Security entrance provides a high
level of bidirectional entrance
control without compromising
user safety. Their modern yet
discreet design fits right into
corporate or public environments.

Bollards
Road Blockers
The products are high security obstacle.
Its structure and dimensions enable it to
resist violent impacts. It is used to
secure entrances of sites to control any
risk of intrusions.

Gate Barriers
Our wide range of vehicle access control
equipments can meet our users safety
requirements whether its toll roads, Parking
areas or entry control of private and
industrial sites

X-Ray
Machines
Walk through
Detectors
Mace Security systems provide all
kinds of X-Ray Machines, Walk through
Detectors and hand held scanners.
With heightened security in the region,
we provide our customers with the
right product for their needs and safety
requirements

CCTV
Biometric
Access Solutions
Mace Security systems offers full range
of CCTV systems and access control
solutions. Whether it is a full surveillance
system, a time attendance control or a
complete bio metric access solution, our
qualified engineers will provide you the
solution that is best for you

